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Inter and Intra School Activities
Theatre in Education for Mathematics on Fractions was held on February 01 for Class VI. The
students explained fractions and its usages through real life examples. A unique way of book
assembling was used to understand types of fractions and dance steps were applied to demonstrate
the number line.

On February 23, the Hindi teachers attended the Teachers' Reading Programme at ERC. Teachers
participated in a lively discussion on the book, 'Mahabhoj' by Mannu Bhandari. The novel turns away
from the interior drama of one's life to the bigger drama and tragedy of Indian politics.
The Principal and teachers attended the 48th NPSC Annual Conference on Reading the Past and
Writing the Future of School Education on February 25 & 26.The session included the release of
NPSC-UN calendar, discussion on multiculturalism, augmented reality for blended and digital
learning and strengthening meta cognitive competencies.

Offline School Resumed
The school campus reopened post the Covid-19 pandemic on February 05 for the students of
Classes IX and XI. Teachers encouraged students to revise and refresh knowledge through practical
experiments in laboratories and study each subject thoroughly to fill the gaps. Class X and XII
students appeared for their pre-board examination in school, following all the safety measures
required for social distancing.
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Department Presentations
On February 12, the Art Department gave a presentation on 'Mural Painting and its Development
Across the World'. It traced the growth of this art form from cave paintings at Lascaux Grotttoes in
southern France, Bhimbetka Cave painting in India to the stre
street
et art murals of the world with wall as
canvas.
On February 23, the Music Department gave a presentation on 'A Musical Journey to Other
Continents' and familiarised with the origin and evolution of various music forms popular in Asia,
Africa and Europe.
Teacher’s Skill Enhancement
A webinar on ‘More ideas: How to teach an exam class for B2 First for Schools and C1 Advanced’
was organized on 02 February 2021 by Cambridge Assessment English and the resource persons
were Mr. Alberto Costa and Ms. Sarah Ellis. The webinar focused on ideas
ide and activities for
developing the four language skills in a specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time bound
manner. This webinar was attended by Ms. Rachana Chattopadhyay.
Mr. Anmol Rai Gambhir, Chemistry Teacher participated in a webinar organized by Delhi State
Science Teacher’s Forum (DSSTF) to celebrate National Science Day on February 27. Dr. Krishan
Lal, Former Director, CSIR-NPL
NPL was the resource person. The theme of the
t
webinar was
‘Challenges before Science and Technology in the Present Era’.
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